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Smart Artifacts Mediating
Social Viscosity
Juan Salamanca

Every afternoon hundreds of pedestrians scramble to cross the five intersecting
streets of the Shibuya district in Tokyo each time the traffic lights grant them the
right of way over motor vehicles. Astonishing collective choreographies of cooperative and collaborative interactions emerge from walkers, each with their own
destination, negotiating trajectories to make it safely across the street. In doing so
they encounter not only each other but also several nonhuman actors such as
crosswalks, sidewalks, and signs, constituting a network of artifacts and crowds.
This kind of naturally occurring interaction in the wild exhibits recurrent
forms of emergent and dissolving interactions that may inform effective methodologies for the design of “socially apt” computational artifacts. A careful analysis
of how artifacts participate in micro-social interactions serves to elucidate a novel
approach for the design of artifacts that actively mediate people’s unplanned cooperation, collaboration, conflict, or negotiation. The method used in this research
picks emerging interactions mediated by regular artifacts, then replaces the artifacts with a smart version of them programed to foster the same interactions, and
finally contrasts the observations to derive conclusions about how to design such
smart artifacts. To do so, this research proposes a triadic unit of analysis that embraces human and nonhuman actors for the examination of actors’ flow of action
in such mediated interactions. The triadic unit of analysis serves as a methodological instrument that unpacks action’s meaning and intentionality assembled when
humans and artifacts intertwine their programs-of-action (Latour 1999). Meaning
and intentionality can be inferred from the expected outcomes of parties involved
in arranged interactions. For example, one person collaborating with someone
else to move a bulky piece of furniture can infer the meaning and intention of her
partner’s effort because their actions aim for the same result. But this research is
interested not in such prearranged interactions but in emergent ones where parties are unaware of what others are aiming to, thus the meaning and intentionality
of their actions can be inferred only from moral values while their actions unfold.
In the formulation of this methodological instrument, I dislocate artifacts from
being regarded as the equipment for human action and recast them as social actors with scripted programs-of-action that participate in social collectives (Callon
and Law 1995; Latour [1991] 1993, 2005). This conceptual move allows the adoption
of the triadic unit of analysis, in contrast to the traditional user-object dyad that
figures centrally in the User-Centered Design paradigm. From early empirical studies using this analytical instrument I observed that cooperative and collaborative
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interactions have some sort of internal resistance to collective action flow that resembles how a fluid with certain viscosity flows. According to my analysis I define
social viscosity as the resistance to action flow exerted by actors—whether human or
nonhuman—acting concurrently. Such resistance is created by mutual disturbances that occur between humans and artifacts during the interactions that bind
them together in a social practice.
The case presented herein compares the social dynamics of walkers in a regular crosswalk with those of walkers in a custom-designed smart crosswalk. It
i llustrates how interactive aspects of the smart crosswalk’s design promote mutually beneficial interactions between pedestrians crossing two intersecting
streets. The proposed smart crosswalk is not intended to be a future infrastructure available on streets. It is rather a proof of concept that helps me to explore the
benefits and drawbacks of intervening unplanned collective action flows with artifacts that intend to help people do better together. From a first analysis of pedestrians in the wild, I identified the traditional crosswalk (the graphical pattern of
parallel white bars painted on the ground) as a relevant actor that constitutes, together with the traffic lights and sidewalks, a stage for unplanned interactions between strangers and cliques of acquaintances. Next, I designed a smart crosswalk
programmed to interpret the configurations and behaviors of cliques of walkers
walking in opposite direction, and adaptively promote cooperation and collaboration. Then, I re-created observed walkers’ interactions in a laboratory setting with
selected participants under several smart artifact conditions and compared their
action flows. From the comparison, I derive that the social viscosity of a network
could be partially determined by ways in which the design of smart artifacts signifies the dominant moral agreements of the practice in which they partake. I conclude with a set of methodological considerations for the design of socially apt
artifacts oriented to promote balanced social interaction by means of computational artifacts.

The Design of Smart Artifacts
A necessary starting point for my analysis is to determine to what extent an artifact can be defined as smart. I extend Maturana’s (2002) notion of structured determined systems to define smart artifact as a tangible computational unit that
reacts to external phenomena depending on the structure and organization of its
constituent elements. From a posthumanistic position, artifacts can be perceived
and interpreted by people as social actors that participate in—hinder or potentiate—
their courses of action. In the same vein, smart artifacts incorporate technologies
for “perceiving” and “interpreting” people’s actions and contextual information,
in order to adapt themselves to the social context (Salamanca 2012). In its most
simple composition, the structure of a smart artifact has three core elements:
(1) tangible components—hardware, electrical parts, sensors, and actuators; (2) software components—
operational system and programs; and (3) connectivity
components—ports, antennas, and communication protocols (Porter and Heppelmann 2014). I am particularly interested in smart artifacts that foster collective
action in social settings such as intelligent vehicles, adaptive traffic signals, public
screens, sensible floors, and crowdsourced products and services (e.g., collaborative digital cartography such as Waze traffic maps), to mention a few instances of
social computing technologies.
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Computational artifacts have been the subject of inquiry of the interaction design community for quite a while. In 2011, the Museum of Modern Art in New York
exhibit Talk to Me: Design and the Communication between People and Objects highlighted nearly 200 design projects that explore communication between people
and computational artifacts (Antonelli 2011). According to Antonelli, the collection
portrayed how contemporary designers not only shape form, function, and meaning, but also devise algorithms that enable pancommunication between everything and everybody in all possible combinations (Rosenberg 2011). The exhibition
brought forth strong evidence of how the object of inquiry in interaction design
evolved from how to make computational machines actionable and understandable, to how computational artifacts embody personalities that fit unobtrusively
into people’s everyday practices. The Talk to Me exhibit urged interaction designers
to look beyond the understanding of users’ cognition, psychology, language, and
action, central aspects of the User-Centered Design approach. This design paradigm, so popular among designers during the last three decades, proved useful to
convert enigmatic computing machines into consumer products (Norman and
Draper 1986; Norman 2002), but it now falls short in accounting for how pervasive
computational artifacts actually mediate people’s social practices. This research
seeks to contribute to a better understanding of the ways that smart artifacts worsen
or ameliorate social viscosity in order to create socially apt artifacts.

Hybrid Participation in Social Practices
While the User-Centered Design perspective denies the ascription of action intention to artifacts by assuming that humans—the “doers”—compose the totality of
the system’s agency, a practice-centered design is open to distributing the system’s
action—the “doing”—in collectives of actors that include artifacts. The latter not
only extends the scope of the human information-processing model in interaction
design, but also anchors a strand of research concerning the design of things that
participate in society as assistants, agents, delegates, signifiers, mediators, or intermediaries. Forlano (2016) argues that in decentering the human and embracing
the attribution of agency to nonhumans, some critical and speculative design
practices (Dunne 2005; Dunne and Raby 2013; Ratto 2011) are challenging the
boundaries of the corporate design brief by eliciting points of tension among design traditions. In the same vein, my proposal of recentering design practice opens
into fundamental contributions that are primarily oriented toward expanding the
domain of interaction design from user interface and experience to adaptive mediators in social practices. On similar grounds Kuutti and Bannon (2014) propose a
turn to practice in human-computer interaction. For them, a practice perspective
encompasses a broader domain beyond the human-computer dyad, and brings to
center-stage bodies, environment, artifacts, human capabilities, motivations, and
values. Moreover, Knorr Cetina (1997) concurs with some posthumanist thinkers
(Callon and Law 1995; Latour 1988) in that the analysis of a social practice is imperfect unless it accounts for how artifacts mediate human activities. They argue
that we are increasingly living in an object-centered society where artifacts take
on significance through their roles not only as equipment but also as mediators,
elements of cohesion, or commonplaces of identity characterization. Following
this strand of thought, artifacts are not merely tools or commodities, but active
partakers in human-artifact collectives.
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Material Mediation of Social Practices
Material mediation in social practices occurs when artifacts participating in interactions “displace the actors’ viewpoints, act as a memory support and contribute
to the setting up of a work collective” (Vinck 2012, 97). In the argument presented
herein, mediating smart artifacts are envisioned as “social signifiers” (Norman
2011) of the dominant form of sociality of the practice mediating the dissonances
created when individuals engage in unplanned social interactions (Serrano
[1977] 2008).
Even though smart artifacts might not be entitled to privileges and obligations
in the same manner as humans, they can be designed to reify social patterns,
motives, moral principles, and political agendas (DiSalvo 2012). Latour (1999)
famously uses a speed bump as an example of how things reify such aspects of
human sociality. When a speed bump located on a neighborhood street compels
drivers to slow down, it reifies the desire of the neighbors to keep their children
safe from cars and represents the neighbors’ authority over streets, even though
drivers are entitled to drive freely in the city. It is in the scope of activities interrelating several actors—parents caring for their children, children playing on the
street, and drivers commuting in their cars—that the speed bump reveals its moral
facet because in this moment the bump behaves as an actor mediating the actions
of multiple parties. Such scope of “embodied, materially mediated arrays of human
activity centrally organized around shared practical understanding” is what
(Schatzki 2001, 2) defines as a social practice.
Suchman’s canoeing example (Suchman 2007, 72; Hutchins 1995) helps us to
illustrate the point. Situated action contends that artifacts and human actions are
meaningful in relation to their moment-by-moment circumstances rather than to
plans per se. A canoeist dealing with the challenges posed by rapids resorts to
whatever embodied skills he or she has rather than carefully monitoring the status of a detailed plan. During the course of action the canoeist turns to the devised
plan to identify the most convenient position to be able to face the challenges anticipated before boarding. In naturally occurring practices, such as walking in
public spaces, people often throw themselves into acting purposefully without detailed courses of action. But, if we look at the distributed agency of the sociotechnical configuration of the street, a clique of walkers is as subscribed to the
program-of-action of a sidewalk as the canoeist is subscribed to the current. Thus,
both sidewalk (a designed artifact) and river (a natural object) codetermine the action of any other actor entangled in their respective programs. The action flow of
each pedestrian in a clique can be estimated (by herself, an observer, or a smart
artifact) in relation to the sidewalk’s design. But the fluidity and consistency of
their action flow depends on those of the other members of the clique; those of
other humans and nonhumans acting concurrently on the sidewalk.

Unpacking Assembled Meaning and Intentionality:
A Methodological Instrument
Up to this point I have argued that the analysis of artifacts participation in social
practices is a source of insights for the design of socially apt smart artifacts that
mediate emergent interactions. Such analysis looks at how the programs-of-action
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[human – artifact]

other

Within-interaction

Between-interaction

Assembly of meaning
Mediation of intentionality

Cooperation
Collaboration

F I G UR E 1 : Triadic unit of analysis and domains of interaction. The within-interaction domain exhibits
two facets: assembly of meaning and mediation of intentionality. The between-interaction domain comprises the forms of social interaction between collectives.

of artifacts codetermine those of humans resulting in a network of entangled actors. In this section I introduce a methodological instrument to investigate the assembling of meaning and intentionality of action in those entanglements.
As actor-network theory suggests, the methodological approach in this research
is to follow the action of networked actors, whether human or nonhuman (see, e.g.,
(Latour 1999, 2005; Callon and Law 1995). To do so, I formulate a triadic unit of analysis constituted by a human actor associated with an artifact, both interacting as a
whole with another human actor or collective (see figure 1).
The minimal requirement to be regarded as an actor of the triad is to get subscribed to the ongoing course of action. This means that new actors are participants
in the network when they influence the course of action of current actors. While
actors act on their own, the collective outcome is not necessarily a competitive
game where each one maximizes one’s payoffs, but a stable imbroglio of cooperation, collaboration, conflict, and negotiation in which morally laden interaction
logics determine the more socially rewarding courses of action.
The triadic unit of analysis has two domains of interaction: the domain of
within-interactions that accounts for the interactions that hold together humans
and artifacts inside collectives and the domain of between-interactions that accounts for the interactions between collectives (e.g., cooperation, collaboration, or
conflict).1 Both domains are intrinsically related because within-interactions
assemble meanings and mediate intentionalities reified by between-interactions.
For simplicity, in the remaining text I use the bracketed notation [a-b] for within-
interactions and a←→b for between-interactions.
A dissection of within-interactions requires a closer look at two facets of people
interacting with artifacts. On facet accounts for how meaning is assembled; the
other considers how artifacts mediate human intentionality. Latour (1999, 178–85)
characterizes the assembly of meaning by describing how artifacts and humans
translate, compose, pack, or delegate their programs-of-action.2 His proposal has
the advantage of focusing on the mechanisms of meaning articulation rather than
on the meaning itself. The other facet accounts for how artifacts mediate human
intentionality. It comprehends both the mental state of us and the object of such
mental state. Husserl terms the former “noesis” and the latter “noema” (Dourish
2001). For Ihde (1990), people’s mediated interactions with the world always
occur through technologies that are present to someone in different degrees according to where it is located within our object of intentionality (Ihde 1990; Verbeek 2005, 2015). Such degrees of presence describe a continuum: On one side, the
artifact’s mediation of human experience of the world is unnoticeable (e.g., the car
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suspension operates in the background while one is driving). On the other side,
the artifact’s mediation is fully present in the foreground of human awareness
(e.g., the speed bump hindering the car-driver flow). In the domain of within-
interactions when the mediating artifact is unnoticeable, the object of intentionality targets actors outside the human-
artifact collective. Conversely, when the
mediating artifact is present-at-hand, the object of intentionality targets actors inside such a collective.
To illustrate how within-interactions can be dissected in relation to their two
facets, picture a driver at an intersection switching on the car’s left turn signal to
warn a pedestrian of her intention. On the one hand, two forms of the assembled
meaning are evident in that situation: composition because the unit [car-driver]
turning to the left is not just the driver but a composed meaningful collective, and
delegation at the moment the driver delegates to the car the function of warning
the pedestrian of her intention. On the other hand, the mediated intentionality
is explicit as the car embodies a unit with the driver, and this unit’s object of intentionality targets the pedestrian, who is outside the domain of the collective’s
within-interaction.

Empirical Case Study
In order to test the proposed methodological instrument, I designed an empirical
comparative study of pedestrians walking on a street crosswalk. In this section I
explain the procedure and findings of an examination of raw within-interactions
and between-interactions in the wild that sets the touchstone by which a custom-
designed smart crosswalk was further evaluated. In the following section I describe such evaluation in terms of how the new smart crosswalk affected
cooperation and collaboration in staged interactions of pedestrians. As mentioned
earlier, the smart crosswalk is not intended to be a product available on streets; it
is rather a research tool for the exploration of how smart artifacts affect emergent
social interactions.
The case chosen for study were the naturally occurring interactions on a busy
downtown crosswalk in the city of Chicago. Crosswalks are illustrative venues of
nonverbal emergent cooperation, collaboration, conflict, and negotiation, where
cliques and single walkers exhibit processes of participatory sense making. The
sources of evidence were direct observation and two hours of video clips that captured dozens of walkers interacting on the crosswalk from a bird’s-eye point of
view. The video footages were analyzed with Path Analytics, a custom-made video
analysis tool that generated a detailed dataset of each pedestrian path including
time-stamped strides, course, displacement, and deviation from expected trajectory (see figure 2). It also visualizes forecasted positions and potential zones of
conflict between pedestrians and cliques.
The analysis showed that urban pedestrians walk by themselves or in cliques of
two or three. Larger groups of acquaintances regularly split in combinations of
pairs or trios. The configuration of walking dynamics on sidewalks can be summarized in six combinations of walker sets (single, pair, or trio) with opposing
trajectories—named “north pedestrians” and “south pedestrians.” The analysis
also showed that the crosswalk width and the size of the interacting cliques have a
strong effect on the overall walking flow. Large cliques exhibit steadier courses,
whereas small ones often divert their trajectories.
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F I G UR E 2 : Analysis of trajectory interaction between pedestrians. The clear areas describe the zone of
cooperation of a clique of three walkers that open space for another one walking in opposite direction.
The hatched areas are the potential zones of conflict between them.

The moment pedestrians step on the crosswalk they subscribe to the program-
of-action inscribed in its design attributes (i.e., afford walkers traveling straight
across corners) constituting a collective. The representative triadic unit of analysis is defined as the collective of north pedestrians walking of the crosswalk interacting with south pedestrians or [north pedestrians–crosswalk] ←→south
pedestrians. This unit is simple enough to illustrate the complexity of the triadic
interaction, and rich enough to depict the human and nonhuman interactions of
walkers on the street. In terms of the two facets of the within-interaction domain,
the facet of assembled meaning is a composition—in Latour’s terms—resulting in
the articulation of pedestrians and crosswalk programs-of-action. As for its mediated intentionality, the locus of each walker’s intentionality is not at the approaching pedestrian nor at the crosswalk but at the foreseen conflicting intersection of
the three programs-of-action reified in a location on the pattern of white stripes.
The analysis of the between-interaction clearly revealed that people walking in the
same direction collaborate whereas those heading in the opposite direction cooperate. This triad of actors dissolves at the moment the pedestrians step out of the
crosswalk unsubscribing from its program-of-action. Collaborative interactions
differ from cooperative ones in that in the former two or more actors or collectives
align their programs-of-action to achieve congruent goals, whereas in the latter
they weave their discordant programs-of-action while pursuing their own best
possible outcomes. Collaborative parties have selfless interest in contributing to
the achievement of the goals of other actors. This was observed when cliques
aligned themselves to follow the trail of unacquainted predecessors. Cooperative parties may have selfish attitudes and share a symbiotic interaction because their mutual successes benefit one another. This was frequently observed
when single walkers with conflictive trajectories with large cliques gave them
the right of way.
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North end

No-signal

Subjunctive

Prescriptive

F I G UR E 3 : Smart crosswalk signaling modes tested in a staged experiment.

Staged Studies and Smart Crosswalk Design
Due to the fact that walkers locate their intentionality at the points of intersection
foreseen by themselves in the white striped pattern, I designed an intelligent pedestrian crossing that predicts such common points of intersection and visually
points out ways to avoid the potential conflict. For the prediction, a computer video
processor anticipates in real time spots of conflicting interaction from a bird’s-eye
video source located above walkers on the smart crosswalk. Those spots became
the splitting epicenters of the white striped pattern that timely prompted changes
in walking courses by signaling the most balanced distribution of walking space
among concurrent cliques (see figure 3). The signaling behavior had two modes: In
the subjunctive mode the smart crosswalk signaling tone is a suggestion of the ideal
distribution of its width proportionally to the size of the cliques.3 It simply opens a
gap in the striped pattern along the crosswalk longitudinal axis. In the prescriptive
mode, the signaling tone is indicative, also displaying a balanced distribution of
the walking space but emphasizing a walking direction. In this mode, the smart
crosswalk splits the stripped pattern along a diagonal axis and slightly slides both
halves in opposite direction indicating both parties a trajectory to get around the
zone of conflict. In some of the trials the walkers’ visual perception range was limited, expecting that they would heavily rely on the information signaled by the
smart crosswalk’s pattern.
In a staged study, 48 walkers organized in cliques of one, two, and three ran 12
trials to test a full-sized smart crosswalk deployed at the IIT Institute of Design in
Chicago (see figure 4). With the help of Path Analytics, I recorded the same variables as those observed in the wild and contrasted them.
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F I G UR E 4 : Staged experiment of smart crosswalk signaling patterns.

Results and Interpretation
For the most part, both smart crosswalk signaling modes positively impacted the
consistency of pedestrians’ walking course because their trajectory deviation
was considerably lessened in comparison with observations in the wild. This constitutes evidence of improvement in coordination. Yet, in spite of better coordination, the pedestrians’ walking speed was slower. A possible explanation is that
pedestrians do not care about how much they need to deviate from their course as
long as they maintain their pace. Hence, I deduce that cliques prioritize the
achievement of their intended target at a consistent velocity compromising their
course stability.
The subjunctive signal produced lower target deviations and clearer pedestrian
walking paths than the prescriptive signal. An interpretation is that the pedestrians might improve the coordination of their actions when their attention is
directed toward potential conflicts. In other words, smart crosswalk signals complement pedestrians’ contextual information of the ongoing social situation. However, pedestrians’ efficiency to circumvent those conflicts was diminished when
prescriptive signals were suggested.
The limitation of walkers’ visual perception yielded no surprising results. Pedestrians walk faster in full visual perception, and the shorter the visual perception
field, the slower the walking velocity. Similarly, the larger the number of subjects
participating in a trial, the slower their average speed. But data show intriguing
results when we scrutinize the walkers’ trajectory deviations because people with
full visual perception, both in the staged experiment and on the street, tend to divert their trajectories significantly more than those with limited visual perception. A careful analysis of clique members’ walking course revealed that one
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member usually makes a greater effort to maintain her trajectory flow. In full visual perception, the larger clique yields the right of way over the opposing party
when the smart crosswalk is in subjunctive tone, whereas the opposite was observed in prescriptive tone. An interpretation is that calling the attention of pedestrians to their potential conflicts via the subjunctive signals results in improvements
of the walking flow of the smaller group. Consequently, the largest party has to
exert greater effort to maintain its course. The inverse situation is observed in prescriptive signal. The larger collectives benefit the most from the smart crosswalk
prescriptions, shifting the burden of adapting the trajectory to the smaller
collectives.
An examination of the within-and between-interactions of the triad [pedestrian-
smart crosswalk] ←→ other pedestrian helps us to elucidate the creative process of augmenting a traditional artifact with autonomous and adaptive
functionalities that enable it to actively intervene in social practice. Let us make first
a parallel between the within-interaction domains of regular crosswalks and smart
crosswalks. In either a regular crosswalk or a smart crosswalk, the assembled
meaning is the result of a composition of actors, but the smart crosswalk packs more
actors than the regular crosswalk because it not only includes tangible components
but also entails a designer/programmer of nonhuman attitudes evident in the signaling tone of the smart crosswalk. In terms of walkers’ intentionality mediation,
there is a radical shift from an unnoticeable mediation of the regular crosswalk to a
hermeneutic mediation of the smart crosswalk that combines visual and performing languages to overtly signify frequent courses of action for the common good.
Simply put, a smart artifact is a signifier of morally accepted situated actions.
As for the between-interaction domains of regular crosswalks and smart crosswalks, cooperation and collaboration emerged indistinctively, but the coordination
among walkers and the stability of their walking paths are remarkably improved
while walking on smart crosswalks, especially in prescriptive mode. This means
that smart crosswalks benefit the cohesion and stability of large cliques.

The Social Viscosity of Assemblages
The use of the triadic unit of analysis in the staged design study reveals that while
actors collectively attempt to enact their programs-of-action, they offer resistance
to one another, hindering the interaction flow of the entire assemblage. Following
the naïve definition of mechanical viscosity—the resistance to flow exhibited by a
viscous matter—I define social viscosity as the resistance to social action flow elicited
by human and nonhuman actors acting concurrently.
Actor-networks exhibit social viscosity that affects the flow of independent action unevenly. While smaller collectives coordinate easily, larger collectives struggle to establish and maintain coordination by continuous acts of balancing and
rebalancing. The observed accumulated disturbance reveals the internal friction
of actors, as a result of their attempt to enact their programs-of-action. Such friction, which ultimately renders the actor-network viscous, seems to thicken when
people act under limited access to prescient environmental information. It is under
those limited conditions when smart artifacts may have a greater impact on the
network’s viscosity and benefit communal action flow. With the example of a skillful
doorman and a mechanical door closer, Latour (1988) exemplifies how highly
trained humans and better designed nonhumans could facilitate the flow of action
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in an actor-network. In the same vein, this study demonstrates that the design of
socially apt nonhumans associated with well-behaved humans could reduce the
social viscosity of the actor-network.

Conclusion
The embrace of autonomous and adaptive everyday artifacts by society highlights
the social dimension of interaction design. Instead of regarding everyday artifacts
as mere tools or equipment, they need to be considered as agents with capacity for
action in social contexts.
This research adopted a posthumanist position to tackle such conceptual shifts. It
repositions artifacts within social practices as active participants symmetrical to
humans enrolled in such practices. The triadic structure of networked social interaction presented herein is a methodological instrument for the investigation of smart
devices adaptively mediating people’s interactions. Such a triadic unit of analysis accounts for the interactions within and between collectives in actor-networks. The
within-interactions are those that hold together humans and smart artifacts inside a
collective and put forward the collective’s meaning and intentionality for other actors
in the network. The between-interactions are those that occur among collectives and
characterize the dominant model of sociality of the actor-network.
I envision that the triadic structure can be used in the interaction design process as an instrument for analysis of activities and identification of their focuses of
activity. Moreover, the proposed triadic structure is an instrument for the evaluation of the social effects of artifacts in an actor-network in that the study of
the between-interactions reveals the types of social interaction in the triad—
cooperation and collaboration in this case—describing the directionality of actors’
goals, alignment of their programs-of-action, and mutual consideration for each
other’s interests. The analysis of cooperation and collaboration demonstrated that
coordination is a contingent condition for their emergence, regardless of the presence of coordination technologies. But our findings indicated that any mediator, at
the expense of the fluidity of social action, may positively affect the degree of coordination. The challenge for smart artifact designers is to design social mediators
that enhance—and do not hamper—the fluidity of social action.
This research suggests that researchers and practitioners designing smart
artifacts aiming to promote cooperation and/or collaboration need to do the
following:
1. Define the social practice in which the smart artifact will be involved and
select the most relevant activities.
2. Understand the set of social logics and values that define the social domain of
the practice and the cultural behaviors of human participants that engage
and affect the practice.
3. Map the triads of networked humans and nonhumans and describe their
constituent collectives. Identify which artifacts have the highest potential to
become smart artifacts by determining which nonhuman actors are located
at relevant focuses of activity.
4. Analyze the within-interactions of collectives to understand the assembled
meanings by technological means and the mediation of intentionalities of
their hybrid actors.
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5. Analyze the between-interactions to understand the aspects that define the
interactions between collectives: directionality of goals, compatibility of
programs-of-action, and consideration for others’ interests. In doing so, specify the type(s) of coordinated action as cooperative or collaborative.
6. Design smart artifacts that signify the social logics and values, and promote
types of coordination that support between-interactions.
7. Deploy smart artifacts in the social practice and evaluate their impact in the
social viscosity of the actor-network.

Notes
1. A collective is defined as an association of heterogeneous actors that forms a meaningful whole
within an array of human activity (Latour 1999, 2005).
2. Translation is exemplified by how the moral integrity of a good citizen is degraded when she holds a
gun; composition is exemplified by how traveling by plane is possible thanks to the association of
pilots, planes, airports, launch pads, air traffic controllers, and ticket counters; black-boxing is exemplified by the network of repairmen, light bulbs, and lenses packed in an overhead projector (i.e.,
a sealed unit) that gets unpacked when the device breaks down in the middle of a lecture; and finally,
delegation is exemplified by traffic engineers entrusting the reduction of car drivers’ speed to speed
bumps.
3. On subjunctive and prescriptive interaction, see Tomasello (2010) and Sennett (2012).
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